
DESCRIBE HOW STUDY SKILLS CAN SUPPORT

Explore our easy-to-follow, common sense guides to studying. For students and life-long learners our pages will help
you to learn how to learn effectively.

No matter what path you take in life after school, learning will be part of it. The idea is that self-explaining
encourages you to make inferences based on what you are reading. Try also the phone. This type of study
orientation generally correlates with poor or at most mediocre performance. Buzan  We encourage you to
reflect upon your study orientation at various stages of your studies. Can present well-reasoned and persuasive
arguments. Students get guidance for these at the start of their studies. A solid base of study skills and study
tips is even more useful after you leave school, when you continue learning on your own. Get it down.
Ringom Writing Writing and written assignments are a part of just about any course. There are an array of
study skills, which may tackle the process of organizing and taking in new information, retaining information,
or dealing with assessments. Mind maps offer a very good way to build associations, e. Remember that if you
try to collect information and think about the style and content at the same time, it is very probable that you
will not succeed with either the style or the content. Written assignments must always indicate sources used,
and a bibliography must always be included. Another popular method whilst studying is to P. Mind maps are
definitely worth the effort. There are a variety of studies from different colleges nationwide that show
peer-communication can help increase better study habits tremendously. Study Skills Books There are a large
number of books you can consult to find out more about study skills at undergraduate and postgraduate level.
Further ways to obtain study skills guidance If you are unable to attend the workshops or register for the
online programme, or if you prefer to read about study techniques or merely want to find out about a particular
aspect of study, you might like to consult one of our study skills guides, borrow a book from the library or
access study skills material online. Study success requires clear objectives, motivation, planning, self
discipline, self confidence, good study habits and a positive attitude. Her ideas were published as a chapter in
the book, Advances in Instructional Psychology. You may download our list of recommended study skills
texts. Try to get a good overall picture of the materials covered for the exam and organise your materials by
topic. Taking notes As a general rule, it is good to take notes both in class and at home while reading. Also
seek new key words and deepen your grasp of existing ones by means of images, arrows, symbols or numbers.
The ABC of finding information Information retrieval Independent information retrieval as well as its
processing and critical evaluation are an integral part of your studies. They can be useful for planning essays
and essay responses in exams. The range of teaching methods and activities varies from course to course, and,
depending on the subject taught, may include site visits to archaeological digs, museums, art galleries and
heritage buildings in addition to classroom-based teaching. Accessing study skills materials online For those
who prefer to access study skills materials online we are able to offer our own online module on citation and
avoiding plagiarism. Understands own role and the role of others within the team. To get started select a
category link below. All of our courses are taught in English and you need to be sufficiently fluent in the
English language to work without disadvantage. Pick one and experiment with it. Conclusion Based on the
research to date, these five study skills all work quite well. Being physically fit is also helpful.


